Grade 3
UNBALANCED FORCES
Overview
Scientists are constantly making
observations, forming hypotheses,
and drawing conclusions about
the world around them. The world
of hockey provides many
opportunities for the scientific
method. In this lesson, students
will consider the effects of
balanced and unbalanced forces
on the focus of every game: the
puck.

Science Learning Objective: I can define balanced and
unbalanced forces and make observations. (~30 minutes)

Materials
• Several pucks, or puck
substitutes (quarters, wooden
blocks, books, etc.); enough for
pairs or small groups to work
with per group
• 2 pieces of “equipment”:
pencils, books, rulers, small
hockey sticks, etc.
• Washington Capitals Handout:
Balanced and Unbalanced
Forces
• Writing utensils

Essential Question
How do balanced and
unbalanced forces affect the
movement of a puck?

Standards
NGSS 3-PS2-1. Plan and conduct an
investigation to provide evidence of the
effect of balanced and unbalanced forces
on the motion of an object.
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Warm Up
1. Project the image above. Tell students that this is a picture of a
hockey player with a stick pushing a puck on the ice. [Use the digital
lesson to see video of a puck on three different surfaces.]
2. Ask students to turn to a partner and talk about all the different
things that might cause a puck to move or change direction during a
game (e.g., sticks, skates, the boards, the net, the posts). You may
want to clarify that this is generally anything that touches the puck.
3. On the board or chart paper, record the items and whether or not
they would be moving when they touched the puck (i.e., sticks are
moving, but the boards are not.)
4. Tell the students that they will experiencing force in action today.
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Activity
1. Explain that students will be working in pairs (or groups of three)
for this activity. Also tell students that good scientists make
predictions and observations about the world to figure out how things
work.

Differentiation
Support
• Use purposeful groupings to

provide extra social or
academic support, as needed
• Write sentence starters on your

original print of the handouts
and then copy
• Purposefully assign one

student as the group recorder
Challenge
• Have students attempt to move

the “puck” with various and
opposing piece of equipment
Extensions
• Let students play penny hockey

on a variety of surfaces
• Have students invent a game,

including game piece and
equipment, that takes forces
into account
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2. Distribute the handout Balanced and Unbalanced Forces and lead
a discussion about the information on the handout. What does the
handout say? What is it asking students to do? Tell students that they
will be pushing a puck (or other item) alone or against a partner to
see how the puck moves.
3. Discuss the effects of forces on objects and explain that the
students hands (or other object they may use to push the puck, such
as a stick) will be a force.
4. Pair students (or assign groups of 3). Ensure students arrive at
their groupings with their handouts and writing utensils.
5. Allow students enough time to make several attempts and let every
student have a turn at all roles.
6. Have students return to their seats to complete the results portion
of the handout.

Assessment
1. Check the completed handouts: Balanced and Unbalanced Forces.
2. Return to the warm-up question about the effect of force and have
students think and talk about how why players use sticks to play
hockey.
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Grade 3
BALANCED AND UNBALANCED FORCES
Hypothesis: What will happen when uneven forces push against the
puck?
TRIAL 1: Use one piece of equipment to push the puck to the edge of your surface (e.g., desk).
Observation/Distance Traveled

TRIAL 2: Use one piece of equipment to hit the puck to the edge of your surface (e.g., desk).
Observation/Distance Traveled

TRIAL 3: Use two pieces of equipment and push the puck equally from opposite sides.
Observation/Distance Traveled

Conclusion: What are the effects of unbalanced and balanced forces
on an object?
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